The value of leadership in small enterprises from their employees’ perspective

A MEs are crucial to the modern economy, particularly in terms of job creation and GDP development (Wagener, Gorgievski & Rijswijk, 2010). Over the last two decades, traditional employer-employee interactions have shifted to become more informal. According to Statista Research Department, between 2012 and 2020, the total number of Hungarian restaurant businesses remained approximately 25,000 strong. By 2025, it is anticipated that Hungary’s restaurant and mobile food service industries will generate around 2,987.23 million dollars in revenues. “The Restaurants & Takeaway Food Operators sector in Hungary is valued at €3.0 bn and is ranked 16th in Europe (of 27 total EU countries). The industry’s rank (23rd) has remained unchanged since 2018 (IBIS World, 2021).” However, by 2021, there were just 23,700 restaurant businesses. Furthermore, the restaurant industry is one of

Leadership is a well-studied subject, yet the rich intricacy of relationships between leaders, followers, and their situations continually intrigues researchers. This research aims to fill a need in the literature by using a qualitative approach to identifying the ideal attributes for small independent restaurant owners to develop into successful leaders by soliciting input from the restaurant’s employees. To better understand the importance of leadership in small enterprises, this research used a qualitative methodology to inquire into present leaders’ thoughts and experiences. Qualitative data was collected via interviews with a small Indian restaurant and its two branches with twelve employees. The interviews were conducted in two separate focus groups. The goal of this case study is to get an understanding of the participants’ experiences through their own words. The findings of this paper revealed several relevant qualities of small business leadership, especially restaurants, such as respect, compassion, effective communication, experience, and good organization.
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Leadership theories

Even though leadership has been extensively researched, new studies continue to be conducted on the subject. The consequences of poor management and unethical behavior such as falsifying information, promoting their own self-serving personal interests; hence, a charismatic and persuasive leader can influence others to follow their ideas (Reese, 2017). Leadership based on core principles has developed through time and in response to societal demands and unethical practices in the past. As a result, several public and commercial sector leaders have been called out for their own immoral or unethical behavior such as falsifying information, promoting their own self-serving personal vision; censure opposing views; demand their own decisions be accepted without question; engage in one-way communication; show insensitivity to followers’ needs (Copeland, 2014).

The actions of leaders have been shown to have a substantial effect on the actions of their employees, which in franchise restaurants, ignoring the staff of smaller organizations, particularly independently owned restaurants run by a person or people who live on the premises. Less effort and time spent studying leadership strategies in small business settings, including these small independently owned restaurants. The analysis of the development in leadership practices among small restaurant enterprises is also limited, leaving behind a research gap ripe for scientific scrutiny.

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, it briefly introduces the relevant literature on leadership, leadership styles and values. It will then present the methodology of the qualitative research and concludes with the findings thereof and a discussion on the practical implications and limitations of the analysis, as well as the possibilities for future research.

Literature review

Leadership theories

Even though leadership has been extensively researched, new studies continue to be conducted on the subject. The consequences of poor management and unethical behavior such as falsifying information, promoting their own self-serving personal interests; hence, a charismatic and persuasive leader can influence others to follow their ideas (Reese, 2017). Leadership based on core principles has developed through time and in response to societal demands and unethical practices in the past. As a result, several public and commercial sector leaders have been called out for their own immoral or unethical behavior such as falsifying information, promoting their own self-serving personal vision; censure opposing views; demand their own decisions be accepted without question; engage in one-way communication; show insensitivity to followers’ needs (Copeland, 2014).

The actions of leaders have been shown to have a substantial effect on the actions of their employees, which in
turn may boost organizational performance (Cheng, Guo, & Lin, 2020).

Since the early 1980s, researchers have defined fresh concepts such as leader-member exchange theory (LMX), transformational and transactional leadership, and servant leadership to conceptualize leadership styles better. As a result, various empirical leadership studies, including the hospitality industry, have been conducted searching for ideal leadership styles across various sectors (Putra & Cho, 2019a).

Leadership values and behaviours in the hospitality industry

The hospitality industry is known as a “people” industry because, in addition to supplying physical, tangible items, it also delivers intangible services to clients, such as face-to-face contacts that necessitate highly service-oriented staff (Putra et al., 2017; Teng & Barrows, 2009). In addition, the hospitality industry is one of a kind in that it is known for being labor-intensive and having an undesirable work environment with often low wages, long working hours, few opportunities for career advancement, and time pressures. All of these factors provide a fertile ground for discovering problems of human resources management and organizational behaviors related to leadership (Pittaway, Carmouche & Chell, 1998).

The first attempt to identify the most relevant leadership values and attributes in the restaurant sector were conducted thirty-one years ago by Cichy et al. (1992) among 100 leaders from fast food, family, and luxury restaurants. Six key leadership characteristics were identified in this survey: (1) Develop a vision, (2) Trust your subordinates, (3) Encourage risk, (4) Simplify, (5) Keep your cool, and (6) Invite dissent. The authors explored that trust was one of the most complex and critical leadership values.

Reynolds (2002) surveyed to examine managerial behaviors among unit-level managers who worked in the chain-restaurant industry. According to this survey, there are ten different managerial skills: Interpersonal skills, Passion/Enthusiasm, Honesty/Integrity/ Strong Ethics, Organizational Skills, Leadership skills, Ability to handle stress, Restaurant Experience, Knowledge, and Skills, Focus on Customer and Flexibility/Creativity.

Leadership values in the hospitality sector

Values are a concise way of expressing what matters to us personally or collectively (as an organization, community, or other group) (Turkkahraman, 2014). Values are called “shorthand” because the concepts they reflect can frequently be expressed in a single word or a short phrase. Honesty, transparency, compassion, long-term vision, and human rights are only a few examples of values (Zydiounaite, 2019). The outward manifestation of our ideals and behaviors is context-dependent (Cubukcu, 2014). Values can be either positive or negative. Friendship, trust, and creativity, for example, are considered as traits that help us connect with people and contribute positively to society (James, 2014).

Leadership in SMEs

Small enterprises are known for contributing to job creation and economic growth in most countries (Legohéré et al., 2004). Because of limited resources, such as capital and human assets, small business management systems are known to be unstructured and poorly established, which means that small business executives may have troubles managing their enterprises (Dawson, 2000).

According to Avolio et al. (2003), small and medium-sized businesses increasingly have a worldwide presence. It is critical to understand how leaders tackle the difficulty of working in an ethnically multicultural workplace that involves differences in values, cultures, customs, and beliefs in this new situation, as well as what comprises successful leadership.

Testa (2001), the way in which workers in the hospitality sector see their leaders has a beneficial impact not only on the efficiency of the leaders but also on the performance of the employees and, as a result, on the success of the company. Because of the potential influence that employees perceive of their managers leadership styles can have on organizational performance, many scholars conducted research on the leadership styles of hospitality managers as well as employees’ perceptions of the leadership styles of their managers (Ogbeide, Groves & Cho, 2008).

As mentioned earlier, an individual’s ability to successfully lead and persuade others to follow directions is a crucial component of success in business and the workplace (Mumford et al., 2007; Zaccaro, 2001). Despite numerous leadership studies, particularly in the context of the hotel sector, previous studies have demonstrated that different leaders use different leadership styles in order to accomplish their organizations’ aims and that there is no “one size fits all” leadership model (Valdiserri & Wilson, 2010; Zenger & Folkman, 2009).

Furthermore, the owners of small, independently owned restaurants are typically the business’s leaders, and due to limited resources, they must be familiar with nearly all the business’s job tasks (e.g., cook, cashier, and server). Small independently operated businesses lack managerial abilities when compared to chains or franchised restaurants (Putra & Cho, 2019).

Additionally, business owners are under constant pressure to make crucial decisions with little to no input from their staff. This may have a negative impact on morale and ultimately lead to employees looking for new opportunities elsewhere (Detert & Burris, 2007).

Because of this, there is a high risk of failure among restaurants that are owned and run by individual entrepreneur. It is therefore essential to understand the traits of successful leadership in this role since the operations of each small, independent restaurant impact the management style of its owner (Putra & Cho, 2019a).

Leadership styles in the hospitality industry

Effective leadership plays an important role in the hospitality sector. The success of every organization depends on the right leadership style, which must be able to imple-
ment appropriate changes if necessary (Khwaja et al., 2020). Consequently, many scientific papers on leadership in the hospitality sector have been written to investigate the most successful leadership styles and how they affect employee satisfaction (Putra & Cho, 2019b). Many researchers have investigated both transactional and transformative leadership styles in the hospitality sector. The term “transactional leadership” refers to a style of management that emphasizes the need for direct supervision, strict structure, and the use of rewards and punishments to motivate employees (Breevaart et al., 2014). Transactional leadership implies a partnership in which a leader and follower shift responsibilities in order to satisfy each party’s own self-interests (Bass, 1999; Limsila & Ogunlana, 2008).

The goal of transformational leadership, on the other hand, is to motivate people to act on their better nature and pursue greater ideals via personal connections (Keskes, 2014; Putra & Cho, 2019b). Hinkin and Tracey (1994) researched large hotel management organization workers to determine whether the transformational leadership style is effective. According to the findings of their study, transformational leadership had a very high and positive relationship with all the results, but transactional leadership did not have any meaningful relationship with the outcome measures.

Moreover, Brownell (2010) investigated studies from the publications of the last twenty-five years, and concluded that transformational leadership has been the model that has been most pertinent to those in charge of hospitality organizations.

In addition to transactional and transformational leadership, a more contemporary leadership strategy claimed to be an appropriate match for the hotel sector is the servant leadership theory established by Greenleaf (2002) and further developed, among others, by (Laub, 1999; Wilson, 1999; & Brownell, 2010). To distinguish itself from other leadership styles, as Greenleaf puts it, servant leadership requires leaders to put the needs of others, particularly workers, before their own. Servant leaders thus prioritize the wants, objectives, and goals of their subordinates above their own. Such leaders exhibit the adaptability necessary for success in a multicultural workplace by embracing the good and acceptable features of various leadership paradigms (Brownell, 2010). According to Ling, Liu and Wu (2017) servant leadership has beneficial effects on group trust environment and employee work outcomes such as organizational commitment, job engagement, and work performance, according to a study of 1132 employee–supervisor pairings from 80 departments at 16 star-level hotels in China.

Most leadership indicators have been created without considering the viewpoint of subordinates, instead focusing on leaders or managers. Given that workers are the most crucial assets in any company, learning about and understand their view of leadership is essential for a well functioning company. Previous studies have shown that most employees leave their workplaces because of organizational leadership problems.

Research questions
This study attempts to address the following research questions about leadership in the context of small, independently managed restaurants:

1. How do employees comprehend a successful leader at a small, privately-owned restaurant?
2. What qualities do they consider essential for leaders of such restaurants to obtain?
3. What leadership values should leaders exhibit to run their businesses?

Research Methodology
Research design
According to Miles (2014) and Putra and Cho (2019a), the main criteria was to use their studies to find people who worked in local small independent restaurants: (a) at least 18 years old, (b) presently or previously worked at a small independent restaurant for over six months. According to Parsa et al. (2015) in terms of independently owned has “mop and pop” business structure, employs less than 500 people, and earns less than 7 billion USD annually. Approximately 93% of restaurants employ less than 50 people.

In a relevant study, Miles (2014) utilized multiple methods to select participants for the various focus groups. A combination of snowball and convenience sampling methods, including email, word of mouth, and flyer distribution were used to recruit participants. In order to send out a recruiting letter to students through email, we first sought approval from a number of hotel management experts. Putra & Cho (2019a) used four focus groups which was 16 participants and one dyadic interview. This study used the same interview structure which was utilized by Miles (2014) and Putra and Cho (2019a).

In relation to the interviews, the reviewed secondary data also serves the purpose of triangulation, that is to establish validity and secure consistency across various data sources in the analysis. Triangulation is also an effort to help explore and explain complex human behaviour using a variety of methods to offer a more balanced explanation to readers (Joppe, 2000).

The interview was conducted in semi-structured and the questions were open-ended, exploratory in nature. The semi-structured interview guide provides a clear set of instructions for interviewers and can provide reliable, comparable qualitative data (Stuckey, 2013).

Two focus groups were chosen for making interviews and data collection approach for this study was allowed participants to share in-depth information about their thoughts on the attitudes of small independent restaurant leaders.

Participants
For this study we drew on the experiences of Onwuegbuzie et al. (2009), according to whom a well-designed focus group usually includes six to twelve participants who take part in interview sessions that last between one and two hours. Accordingly, we selected twelve employees for
our case study that were included in two separate focus groups. One group with four respondents, and another one containing eight interviewees. These participants were: the owner of the restaurant, two managers, two cashiers, four waiters, two bartenders, and a chef. As for the justification of organizing the focus groups we relied on the relevant literature that suggest that certain individuals that are essential to a business, meaning people who have particular job experience in small independent restaurants and have specialized expertise to discuss such experience, could be put in separate focus groups containing three or four individuals to fine-tune the interview results (Greenbaum, 1998; McAfferty, 2004; Morgan et al., 2013). Two managers have been working in mentioned Indian restaurant branch for more than eight months. Only two waiters joined this team a few months ago. The chef was experienced and worked for almost two years in that restaurant. The interview we conducted with the owner lasted for 40 min, 30 min with manager, 60 min with two waiters, only one bartender gave interview, 25 min.

**Interview guide**
In order to facilitate more fruitful and interactive group discussions, researchers often use interview guides (McAfferty, 2004). Researchers should arrange interview questions from general to specific (Kinsey, Tiedje & Friedman, 1990). The first four questions were broad in scope (Kinsey, Tiedje, & Friedman, 1990), inquiring as to whether or not the respondents planned to work in the restaurant industry, who oversaw daily operations at their respective establishments, what qualities make a good leader in the restaurant industry, and what qualities are most crucial for those in leadership positions in the hospitality sector. After that, questions aimed directly at eliciting participants’ opinions on their respective leaders.

**Data validation**
Focus group research is recognized within academia as a practical and efficient way to collect people’s opinions, values, and beliefs (Wilkinson, 2004; Jayasekara, 2012; Morgan et al., 2013). Research interview questions should be organized from broad topics to narrower ones as per (Wilkinson, 2004). We compiled our questions accordingly. To ensure the validity of the data each interview was recorded with their permission. Interview data were transcribed, and coded manually by the author and then reviewed and revised by two qualitatively trained PhD students.

**Data analysis**
For qualitative data analysis, meanwhile, data coding and theme analysis were used, with the text being broken into small units (phrase, sentence, or paragraph), each unit is labeled, and then each unit is classified into code categories (O’Cathain, 2019). The codes were then analyzed for similarities and grouped into key themes throughout the various instances, although participants’ identities were not utilized to preserve their privacy (Nespor, 2000; Starks & Trinidad, 2007).

**Coding analysis strategy**
The qualitative coding of interview data was done using a technique known as “inductive analysis.” (Lee, 1999; Patton, 2002). Inductive analysis is in harmony with the ground theory approach in that major themes are explored “through an analyst’s interactions with information” (Patton, 2002). According to Katz (1983), inductive analysis enables researcher to constantly build and improve categories in order to develop a theory that explains a specific phenomena.

In the first data reduction (Lee, Mitchell, & Sablenski, 1999), the data collection procedure was to discover first-order codes that emerged in the interview data. First-order coding includes classifying naturally emerging themes in data; in the first-order coding, “the researcher generates as many categories as are required to organize, interpret, and allocate empirical evidence to these categories in a logical manner” (Lee, 1999). The transcripts of the interviews were reviewed many times by researcher, and first-order codes were given after a brief summary was compiled. Participants’ responses on the traits that make followers more or less successful, for instance, stated that a follower needs to be cheerful, have a good attitude, avoid negativity, and look on the bright side. The first-order theme for the group was labeled “respectful”. This process was continued until there were enough first-order labels to adequately account for themes throughout the data.

After summary labels were generated for all categories, these labels were used to code all interview data (see summary labels and definitions for first-order codes in Table 1). The qualities of leadership skills and their definitions are described in the table. Each leadership quality is illustrated with examples taken from participants’ interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Descriptive statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respectful</td>
<td>A sense of appreciation, the expression of regard, and/or respect for all employees.</td>
<td>“Keep away “disrespectful behavior” to workers”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compassionate</td>
<td>Demonstrating compassion and care for the employees.</td>
<td>“Increasing self-esteem, encouraging employees to care more their jobs”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective communicator</td>
<td>The style leaders interact with their subordinates</td>
<td>“To say right words when they have to communicate with their subordinates”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced</td>
<td>Having earned experience, knowledge, and capabilities in a specific field over time</td>
<td>“In the end, it’s the one with the most knowledge and experience who emerges as the leader.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized</td>
<td>Careful, methodical, and self-disciplined, and they have a penchant for tidiness and are well organized</td>
<td>“Had difficulty maintaining a well-organized schedule”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own compilation
In this study was not used any software for coding interview. All data was done manually and checked by two Ph.D. candidates who were experienced in qualitative methodology.

Findings and Discussion

The research questions were designed to identify an effective leader in a small, independently owned restaurant as perceived by employees, as well as the ideal leadership attributes. Six leadership qualities were identified that help leaders in small, independently owned restaurants become more successful, as reported by the interviewees (Table 2). These were: respectfulness, compassion, effective communication, experience, and organizational skills.

Before speaking to the employees, I had an interview with the head of the business of the Indian restaurant in question. This 40-minute-long, unstructured interview was informal. In this setting, the questions revolved around the following themes: What criteria do you focus on when hiring staff? Are you interested in employees’ perspectives regarding your controlling the workplace? How do you solve issues when they occur among the staff? Are you interested to learn your employees’ opinions about you? If so, do you work on yourself, or how do you handle criticism?

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research questions</th>
<th>Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1 How do employees comprehend a successful leader at small, privately-owned restaurants?</td>
<td>Respectful, Compassionate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2 What qualities do they consider as essential for leaders of such restaurants to obtain?</td>
<td>Effective communicator, Experienced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3 What kind of leadership values should leaders use to run their businesses?</td>
<td>Organized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own compilation

Respectful

Throughout this research, the term “respectful” was used to refer to an attitude in which one admires, shows, or has respect for all workers. This included not treating employees differently based on their gender, race, sexual orientation, or age. Two individuals reported having experienced both polite and rude treatment from their superiors in the workplace. One of the waiters, for instance, said that his management had spoken rudely to a few of the staff. He stated:

“He thinks he’s a leader because he’s the boss. And obviously, we do what he tells us to do, but sometimes his behavior is so strange with staffs and too bossy sometimes rude with dish washer or waiters. It is important that your staff is happy and to work in a good mood. It also influences working productivity if his or her mood is down.”

The second waiter also shared his experience with the same idea and stated: “I have had the same experience that I received disrespectful behavior by the manager. At that moment, I did not inform the owner and kept inside. When you lose your respect, you cannot work in this atmosphere.”

The data presented here demonstrate the value of cultivating a respectful work environment and its potential to boost productivity, particularly for businesses in the hospitality sector, which are notorious for their high employee turnover rates (Kusluvan et al., 2010). This result is consistent with the predictions of organizational justice theories, such as the interactional justice theory, which argues that treating workers with fairness and respect would benefit productivity (Costello et al., 2011).

Compassionate

For workers, compassionate leadership is demonstrating empathy and care. Throughout the discussions, there was a lot of talk about the owner of restaurants that really cared about their staff. For example, the chef of the restaurant shared his experience and stated:

“One, a client was just disrespectful in our restaurant. He was drunk and started to complain about the food that it is too spicy and started to yell at the waiter. At that moment, we tried to calm down the situation, but he did not want to calm down. The situation was getting serious, and it affected other customers as well. We had to inform the owner, and he came and smoothed the situation. The owner of the restaurant asked to apologize from customer”. He just handled it well.

As a workplace known for its vulnerability, restaurant employees depend on their leaders (Ram, 2018). In addition to feeling safe at work, their leaders’ responses may have a good impact on their work performance by increasing their self-esteem and pleasant feelings, as well as encouraging them to care more about their jobs, which may lead to increased productivity (Sprecher & Fehr, 2005). As can be seen, being compassionate is very important for leaders in the restaurant industry.

Effective communicator

The third important leadership trait, according to the responses, was being a good communicator. This is in line with findings of other relevant literature that suggests that poor communication is a common managerial problem that raises employee turnover rates (Brownell, 2010). Most interviews agreed that communication in an organization is essential, particularly in the restaurant business. For example, a bartender who works for long term shared his experiences. The owner has different ways of communicating with employees and stated:

“One between manager and chef happened serious fight and the owner found out about it from employees later. He called first manager and asked about issue and talked almost thirty minutes with him. Then he called chef and talked with him. After talking with owner both...
changed, stayed more friendly each other, we kept asked from them what he said but they did not want to share with us. One thing I really appreciate owner’s one behavior, he always listens first then tries to sort out problem. Sometimes it is hard to find suitable words in right moments and it requests from leaders an effort to say right words when they have to communicate with their subordinates.”

Leaders express their vision with consistency and comprehension. The same bartender mentioned that there is a huge difference in the behavior of the manager and the boss of the restaurant. The managers sometimes cannot handle difficult situations and argument easily, but the boss always tries to speak individually and sort out issues politely. He evaluated the approaches of two leaders in their interactions with employees. Even though the boss’s opinion is the most decisive factor, employees value their manager’s attitude more. The manager was in a position of authority in the workplace and in the company’s daily operations. As these results reveal, a leader’s communication style has a direct impact on employee performance. It’s clear that effective communication is essential at all levels of a business (Fairhurst, 1993). Therefore, a leader’s effectiveness may be enhanced or diminished depending on his or her communication style.

Experienced
For the purposes of this research, “experienced” was defined as having earned experience, knowledge, and capabilities in a specific field over time, specifically a career or position in the hospitality industry. Prior study has identified experienced leaders, demonstrating that experience contributes to the development of leadership skills (McCall, 2004). The owner shared his knowledge and stated:

“I started my business when I was 20 years old. I came here for study and tried to open my first restaurant, but it was unsuccessfully. After that I left country and went to London there, I learnt restaurant business one year. Coming back Hungary I opened my cooking school and run one year. Unfortunately, it was also failed. Then I tried hotel business and opened my own hotel due to pandemic situation this business did not work as well. People used to tell me stop it, do not do anymore business it is not for you, try to do other things but I did not give up and kept going on my way. I learnt one thing in my life never listen people do not give up your dreams. From my experiences I realized you will get lesson from your mistakes and learn everyday new experiences. It is my eighth business and now I am planning to open one more restaurant in the city center. I learnt how to deal with people, how to hire staffs, how to sort out problems among employees. I try to be more polite but meantime strict with them. Sometimes I help newcomers how to work, to show them how to deal with customers. It gives me pleasure and I really like my job. It is hard to be good leader, you should listen and feel their problems.”

This example illustrates how qualified and experienced leaders can respond to a challenging circumstance and positively affect their team’s productivity. A different participant also supported this idea and stated that “in the end, it’s the one with the most knowledge and experience who emerges as the leader”. In the restaurant industry, low employee appreciation is common (Kusluvan et al., 2010). If a leader has experience in the restaurant business, they will have a decent understanding of the tasks at hand and will express better confidence when it comes to inspiring and motivating their employees.

Organizational skills
The research concluded that leaders in small restaurants need to be well-organized, which was defined as the capacity to plan and carry out tasks in an orderly fashion. Being organized is related to another trait which is called conscientiousness. Conscientious people have a clear sense of purpose and consistently push themselves to succeed. They are careful, methodical, and self-disciplined, and they have a penchant for tidiness and are well-organized (Bono & Judge, 2004). Leaders with a high conscientiousness level are more likely to follow through on commitments, complete tasks on time, and carefully consider the smallest details (Zillig, Hemenover & Dienstbier, 2002).

An example of one of the participants, a waiter stated:

“I did not know anybody when I arrived at the restaurant for my first day of work since I had just moved here. My boss took the time to walk me through the workplace policies and introduce me to the other employees. He was courteous, and he clarified everything in depth. He added that our boss appreciates workers that are disciplined, loyal, and have good tidiness. The manager emphasized to me how important it was for me to stick to the work schedule. In the beginning, it was challenging for me because of my studies; I had trouble keeping track of time and was often late. I also struggled with poor time management, had difficulty maintaining a well-organized schedule. Despite this, they assisted and supported me in becoming used to the routine. I am grateful to them for their support and assistance.”

From his experience has shown that even in small business sectors, employees need to be organised and diligent in their work.

Previous researches has shown that being organized may have a positive influence on employee performance. This includes things like keeping employees’ work schedules in order and having a training plan for new or present employees (Yang, Wan & Fu, 2012; Tse, Huang & Lam, 2013).

Conclusions
While many studies have been conducted on leadership, most of them have focused on large organizations and have neglected small businesses, particularly one- or two-person restaurants. Therefore, the growth of leadership practices among small businesses, such as modest independent restaurants, is restricted since much less time has been spent discussing leadership strategies in a proper context. Since little is known about what makes a great leader and what qualities make a good one in small, independent restaurants, this study set out to rectify that. Findings indicated...
that respect, compassion, communication skills, and experience were a leader’s four most important qualities. It was also found that owners in the restaurant business need to have some prior work experience since it is a “people industry”. This work experience may help leaders understand the field, which is vital for effectively allocating tasks and rewarding employees, the following two crucial considerations for any manager. In addition to these qualities, owners of small, independent restaurants also need to be sociable, have a steady emotional state, and be well-organized.

Implications for practices

One of the primary goals of this research was to identify the characteristics of successful leaders in small, independent dining establishments. Academics and professionals may learn from this study about the perspectives of workers in small, independent restaurants. Earlier research has supported that workers are a firm’s most valuable resource (Cho et al., 2006). Consequently, the findings of this research show that leaders of small restaurants should fully understand how, for example, being more polite to workers and assisting them would minimize the rate of staff turnover. Given the industry’s notoriously high turnover rate, such managerial understanding could help the restaurant cut training expenses and improve its services. Because of this, it’s important for leaders to communicate respectfully with their staff members, be present, and pitch in during both slow and busy periods to show their appreciation. Employers may workforces fluctuation by using strategies such as giving staff more praise for their good work rather than pointing out flaws.

Implications for theory

Regardless of the numerous leadership theories that have been developed, this study assists researchers in better understanding the ideal characteristics required for leaders to become effective leaders of small, independently owned businesses in the hospitality industry based on employees’ perceptions. These distinct traits may be discovered in the references for leader characteristics when compared to the most mentioned leadership theories. According to the findings of this study, being polite was the most crucial quality that a leader needed to possess, as opposed to transformational leaders, who are renowned for their charm, inspiring motivation, intellectual stimulation, and customised consideration (Garcia-Morales, Jiménez-Barrioumevo, & Gutiérrez-Gutierrez, 2012).

Limitations and suggestions for future research

In this research, we had some limitations and difficulties related to time, comfort zone, assertiveness, and international backgrounds. Getting interviews from employees and the leadership alike was difficult and time-consuming, as they gave different time slots, and sometimes they cancelled an agreed upon appointment. Besides this, there was a genuine reluctance to talk about their superiors as they were afraid getting fired. Employees who worked in this restaurant had different backgrounds and almost all of them, except the chef, consisted of students, who worked part-time jobs. Despite these aforementioned limitations, future research can be conducted through a similar study using a different method of data collection to decrease challenges in finding the right time and place for the focus groups, which commonly occur in a focus group study.
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